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Abstract15

Individuals differ in their ability to perceive and learn unfamiliar speech sounds, but we16

lack a comprehensive theoretical account that predicts individual differences in this skill.17

Predominant theories largely attribute difficulties of non-native speech perception to the18

relationships between non-native speech sounds/contrasts and native-language categories.19

The goal of the current study was to test whether the predictions made by these theories20

can be extended to predict individual differences in naive perception of non-native speech21

sounds or learning of these sounds. Specifically, we hypothesized that the internal structure22

of native-language speech categories is the cause of difficulty in perception of unfamiliar23

sounds such that learners who show more graded (i.e., less categorical) perception of24

sounds in their native language would have an advantage for perceiving non-native speech25

sounds because they would be less likely to assimilate unfamiliar speech tokens to their26

native-language categories. We tested this prediction in two experiments in which listeners27

categorized speech continua in their native language and performed tasks of discrimination28

or identification of difficult non-native speech sound contrasts. Overall, results did not29

support the hypothesis that individual differences in categorical perception of30

native-language speech sounds is responsible for variability in sensitivity to non-native31

speech sounds. However, participants who responded more consistently on a speech32

categorization task showed more accurate perception of non-native speech sounds. This33

suggests that individual differences in non-native speech perception are more related to the34

stability of phonetic processing abilities than to individual differences in phonetic category35

structure.36

Keywords: speech perception, categorical perception, individual differences,37

non-native speech sound learning, perceptual assimilation38
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Relationships between native and non-native speech perception39

Many adults struggle to perceive and produce speech sounds in a second language40

(e.g., Bradlow, Akahane-Yamada, Pisoni, & Tohkura, 1999). Some obvious factors41

contribute to more successful learning of speech sounds, including the age at which42

someone starts learning the language or the amount of time they spend using their second43

language (e.g., Flege, Yeni-Komshian, & Liu, 1999; Piske, MacKay, & Flege, 2001).44

However, even among learners with similar experience with a second language, we still see45

a large range of individual variability in perception and production of non-native speech46

sounds: Some learners meet with excellent success in distinguishing difficult non-native47

contrasts, where others never manage to grasp the distinctions (e.g., Bradlow et al., 1999;48

Golestani & Zatorre, 2009; Lim & Holt, 2011; Luthra et al., 2019). What, then, accounts49

for this variability? A collection of findings suggests that perception or production of50

non-native speech sounds may be related to an individual’s cue-weighting strategies or51

abilities (Schertz, Cho, Lotto, & Warner, 2015), auditory processing skills (Kachlicka,52

Saito, & Tierney, 2019), musical training/pitch perception (especially for learning of tonal53

contrasts, Bowles, Chang, & Karuzis, 2016; Kempe, Bublitz, & Brooks, 2015; Perrachione,54

Lee, Ha, & Wong, 2011; Slevc & Miyake, 2006), phonological skills (Earle & Arthur, 2017;55

Fuhrmeister, Schlemmer, & Myers, 2020; Perrachione et al., 2011), or brain structure56

(Golestani, Molko, Dehaene, LeBihan, & Pallier, 2007; Golestani, Paus, & Zatorre, 2002).57

In the current study, we test a prediction that falls out of dominant theories of58

non-native speech perception: namely that the challenge of non-native speech perception is59

the result of the difficulties that adults have in detecting differences between items within60

native language speech categories, a phenomenon known as “categorical perception.” As61

will be described in detail in the following paragraphs, popular theories of non-native62

speech perception predict that the relationship between native and non-native speech63

sounds explains the difficulty in perceiving non-native sounds (e.g., Best, McRoberts, &64
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Goodell, 2001; Best & Tyler, 2007; Flege, 1995; Iverson et al., 2003; Kuhl, 1994; Kuhl et65

al., 2008). These theories reliably predict which speech sounds or speech sound contrasts66

will be relatively easier or relatively difficult to perceive for a listener of a given67

native-language based on the relationship between native and non-native speech sounds68

(e.g., Best et al., 2001; Best, McRoberts, & Sithole, 1988). However, it is unknown whether69

these theories can be extended to predict which individuals will be more successful70

non-native speech sound perceivers or learners. Silbert et al. (2015) tested whether71

individuals have a general aptitude for perceiving non-native speech sound contrasts, and72

instead of a general aptitude, their results indicate that listeners tended to show different73

patterns of perception for segmental vs. tonal contrasts. This suggests that we may need to74

consider relationships between various skills and perception of segmental and75

suprasegmental contrasts separately, and hints that difficulty perceiving non-native76

contrasts might be tied to more specific relationships between an individual non-native77

contrast and corresponding native category representations. The goal of the current study78

is to test the hypothesis that individual differences in native-language speech category79

representations (specifically how categorically individuals perceive sounds) can predict80

success in perceiving or learning new speech categories. In the following paragraphs, we81

discuss categorical perception of speech, predictions from theories of non-native speech82

perception, and our reasoning for bringing these literatures together to generate new83

predictions for individual differences in non-native speech perception.84

Individual differences in categorical perception of native-language speech85

sounds86

For some time, the dominant view in the field has been that listeners perceive speech87

sounds categorically, i.e., acoustic differences between speech categories are highly88

detectable, while differences within speech categories are often poorly detected (Liberman,89

Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967; e.g., Liberman, Harris, Hoffman, &90
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Griffith, 1957). Since this seminal finding, much research in the field has expanded on this91

phenomenon but has only recently begun to examine whether individuals differ92

systematically in whether their perception of phonetic categories is more categorical or93

more graded (e.g., Kapnoula, Winn, Kong, Edwards, & McMurray, 2017; Kong & Edwards,94

2016).95

One potential limitation of previous studies is that two-alternative forced choice96

identification tasks that are often used to measure categorical perception do not allow97

listeners to sufficiently demonstrate gradedness in their perception of speech sounds. For98

instance, when only given the choice between /d/ and /t/, many listeners who could99

otherwise detect subtle acoustic differences between two exemplars in the /d/ category100

would still identify all or most /d/ tokens as belonging to the /d/ category because those101

tokens would still be better exemplars of /d/ than /t/. Other tasks for measuring102

categorical perception offer the listener more opportunities to demonstrate graded103

perception of speech sounds. Some of these methods include eye-tracking (e.g., Clayards,104

Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Jacobs, 2008; McMurray, Danelz, Rigler, & Seedorff, 2018; McMurray,105

Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2002), goodness judgments (Drouin, Theodore, & Myers, 2016; Miller,106

1997), or visual analogue scales, in which a listener moves a visual slider on a screen107

between two alternatives (Kapnoula, Edwards, & McMurray, 2021; Kapnoula et al., 2017;108

Kong & Edwards, 2016). These studies suggest that when the task affords an opportunity109

to demonstrate sensitivity to variation within the phonetic category, listeners show110

sensitivity to the graded internal structure of speech categories (Clayards et al., 2008;111

Drouin et al., 2016; McMurray et al., 2018, 2002; Miller, 1997). Furthermore, considerable112

variability exists even among typically developing individuals in how graded or113

categorically speech categories are represented when measured in this way (Kapnoula et114

al., 2021, 2017; Kong & Edwards, 2016). Taken together, these findings suggest that while115

most listeners do continue to show a classic “categorical perception” pattern, with lessened116

sensitivity to sound contrasts falling within a category, these listeners differ systematically117
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in the degree to which they show a more categorical vs. graded perceptual pattern. Far118

from having uniform perceptual abilities, adults differ in the degree to which they can119

detect fine-grained phonetic differences within a native-language speech category. Given120

that theoretical accounts of non-native speech perception (discussed below) hinge on121

assimilation within the native category, this makes native-language categoricity/gradiency122

an attractive explanation for individual differences in the difficulty of non-native speech123

perception.124

Theoretical predictions from non-native speech sound learning125

Several theories attribute difficulties in non-native speech sound learning to126

perceptual similarity of non-native contrasts to native language speech categories (e.g.,127

Best & Tyler, 2007; Flege, 1995; Iverson et al., 2003; Kuhl et al., 2008). For example, the128

native-language magnet model discusses this in terms of category prototypes:129

native-language categories will act as a “magnet” so that unfamiliar speech sounds that are130

acoustically or perceptually similar to native-language sounds will often be perceived as131

exemplars of the native-language category that is more familiar to the listener (Kuhl, 1994;132

Kuhl et al., 2008). Similarly, Iverson et al. (2003) provide a perceptual interference133

account of non-native speech sound learning. They suggest that experience with a (native)134

language changes perception and perhaps also lower-level auditory processing for certain135

acoustic dimensions, which in turn interferes with learning new sounds that are contrasted136

by that dimension.137

The perceptual assimilation model predicts that non-native speech contrasts will be138

perceptually assimilated to native-language sounds, and these assimilation patterns139

determine how difficult it will be for a listener to differentiate these non-native speech140

sounds (Best et al., 2001; Best & Tyler, 2007). Specifically, the distinctions between two141

non-native speech sounds that assimilate to one native-language speech category will be142

particularly difficult to perceive, whereas contrasts that assimilate to two different native143
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speech categories will be easier (Best et al., 2001). For example, the voiced dental and144

retroflex stop consonants in Hindi are often difficult for native speakers of many varieties of145

English to differentiate because they are allophones of the alveolar /d/ category (e.g., in146

“width” or “address,” Polka, 1991). These sounds then get assimilated to the alveolar147

category, making it difficult to perceive them as separate sounds. Mayr and Escudero148

(2010) found tentative support for the idea that individual differences in assimilation149

patterns between native and non-native speech sounds predicted more accurate perception150

of non-native contrasts; however, Hattori and Iverson (2009) tested a similar question but151

did not find much support for the notion that the degree of assimilation between a difficult152

non-native contrast and the perceptually similar native-language category was related to153

perception or production accuracy of the non-native contrast.154

The speech learning model also assumes that the (dis)similarity between phonemes in155

the first and second language will influence the likelihood of establishing new phonological156

categories in a second language (Flege, 1995). This model focuses on experienced157

second-language learners rather than naive listeners and therefore a longer time span of158

learning; however, many of the core ideas and predictions are similar to the other models159

discussed here.160

Although these theories are highly accurate in predicting which non-native speech161

sounds will be most difficult to acquire for learners of a given language background, they162

do not explain the variability commonly observed among learners with the same native163

language. Notably, these models do not make explicit predictions about individual164

differences in non-native speech perception, but implicit in the models’ assumptions is that165

variation in the perception of native-language speech category structure should predict how166

easy or difficult acquiring perceptual sensitivity to a new, non-native speech sound contrast167

will be for an individual. Therefore, these theories may be able to generate predictions on168

an individual level: All of them would likely predict a relationship between subtle variation169
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in how native-language categories are perceived and how well someone can perceive or170

learn non-native speech sounds. For instance, if an individual shows perception of171

native-language categories that is more graded and less categorical (i.e., that person can172

distinguish subtle within-category differences), they may be less likely to assimilate173

similar-sounding non-native speech sounds to existing native categories. In other words,174

those with more graded native-language categories may be better equipped to detect175

acoustic variability that defines non-native contrasts.176

Current study177

The primary aim of the current study is to test whether individual differences in178

categorical perception of native-language speech sounds predict success on non-native179

speech sound learning tasks. We used a visual analogue scale task similar to those used in180

Kapnoula et al. (2017) and Kong and Edwards (2016) to derive a continuous measure of181

how categorically or graded participants perceive native-language speech sounds, which we182

refer to as categoricity. A finding in which categoricity negatively predicts non-native183

speech sound learning outcomes (i.e., participants who are less categorical are more184

successful on non-native tasks) would lend support to the idea that theories of non-native185

speech sound learning, such as the native-language magnet model (Kuhl, 1994; Kuhl et al.,186

2008), perceptual interference model (Iverson et al., 2003), perceptual assimilation model187

(Best et al., 2001; Best & Tyler, 2007), or speech learning model (Flege, 1995) can be188

extended to account for individual differences in non-native speech sound learning. In the189

current study we used a discrete visual analogue scale that had seven discrete points on the190

line (one for each continuum point). This allowed us to measure not only categoricity, but191

also how consistently participants rated the stimuli each time they were presented (i.e.,192

how often they rated the first step on the continuum as “1” when it was presented). Some193

recent evidence suggests that perception of native-language speech sounds becomes more194

graded throughout adolescence (McMurray et al., 2018) and that adult speech category195
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representations are more graded than might be reflected by a two-alternative forced choice196

task McMurray et al. (2002). McMurray et al. (2018) argue that shallower categorization197

slopes in two-alternative forced choice phonetic identification tasks are a result of noisy198

representations, rather than the older view that they are due to more graded199

representations (e.g., Burnham, Earnshaw, & Clark, 1991; Hazan & Barrett, 2000).200

Therefore, we also collected a measure of how precise (or noisy) a participant’s responses201

on the task were (response consistency). If more precise representations of speech sounds202

allow for the integration and formation of new speech categories, we would expect to see203

that more consistent responses on this task predict non-native speech sound learning.204

Experiment 1205

In Experiment 1, we tested whether categoricity and response consistency of two206

different native-language speech contrasts (a stop and a fricative contrast) predicted naive207

discrimination of a difficult non-native speech contrast or learning/retention of this208

contrast after a brief training period.209

Method210

Participants211

Fifty-eight participants were recruited from the University of Connecticut212

(Connecticut, United States) community. All participants were native speakers of North213

American English and had typical hearing and no reading or language disorders. One214

participant could not complete the experiment due to an equipment error; data from the215

remaining 57 participants are included in the analyses. All participants gave informed216

consent according to the University of Connecticut Institutional Review Board217

requirements and were paid $10 per hour for participation.218
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Stimuli219

We tested participants’ discrimination and identification of a difficult non-native220

speech sound contrast for our participants (native speakers of North American English),221

the voiced dental and retroflex stop consonants found in Hindi. We recorded five exemplars222

each of the minimal pair non-words /ãug/ and /d”ug/. Stimuli were recorded by a female223

native speaker of Hindi; stimuli were recorded in a soundproof booth and were scaled to a224

mean amplitude of 65 dB sound pressure level in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013).225

Fribbles served as novel objects to pair new words with (stimulus images courtesy of226

Michael J. Tarr, Center for the Neural Basis of Cognition and Department of Psychology,227

Carnegie Mellon University, http://www.tarrlab.org/). Non-native tasks were presented on228

a desktop computer with the experiment presentation software OpenSesame (Mathôt,229

Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2012).230

To measure perception of native-language speech categories, participants rated tokens231

from two seven-step continua on the visual analogue scale. One continuum consisted of a232

fricative contrast embedded in real words (sign-shine) and one consisted of a synthetic stop233

contrast of consonant-vowel syllables (/bA/-/dA/)1. The /bA/-/dA/ continuum was created234

using a Klatt synthesizer at Haskins Laboratories. Stimuli for the sign-shine continuum235

were recorded by a female, native speaker of English, and waveform averaging in Praat236

(Boersma & Weenink, 2013) was used to create blends from 20% /s/ to 80% /S/ in 10%237

steps. Native-language visual analogue scale tasks were presented using E-Prime 3.0238

(Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA). We chose these two contrasts because we did239

not want the acoustic properties of the stimuli to be too different between the native and240

non-native speech tasks. For instance, dental and retroflex stop consonants are241

1 We did not have strong theoretical reasons for including contrasts embedded in both real words and

syllables other than that we know that these are well validated continua that elicit typical categorical

patterns of perception.

http://www.tarrlab.org/
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differentiated by the frequency of the burst and the third and fourth formant trajectories,242

i.e., primarily spectral cues (Stevens & Blumstein, 1975). We therefore chose two243

native-language contrasts that are also mainly differentiated by spectral cues.244

Procedure245

Participants came to the lab twice. The first session took place in the evening hours246

(between 5 and 9 PM) and included consent and non-native phonetic training and247

assessments in this order: discrimination pretest2, identification training, identification248

posttest, and discrimination posttest. The second session took place the following morning249

between 8 and 10 AM and included (in this order) a test of retention of non-native speech250

sounds (identification posttest followed by the discrimination posttest) and after that, the251

visual analogue scale tasks to measure categorical perception of native-language speech252

sounds (the order of the continua was counterbalanced)3. The training and testing schedule253

was motivated by previous work showing that relationships between phonological skills in254

the native-language and a non-native speech sound learning task emerged after a period of255

sleep (Earle & Arthur, 2017). We therefore wanted to test the possibility that relationships256

between categoricity or consistency and non-native speech perception tasks would emerge257

only after a period of offline consolidation.258

Non-native speech sound learning tasks.259

Discrimination. The discrimination task was an AX task (i.e., same/different260

judgment). On each trial (64 trials total), participants heard two of the minimal pair261

non-words with an inter-stimulus interval of 1 s and were asked to indicate whether the262

non-words started with the same or different sounds. Four practice trials with feedback263

2 We chose to only administer a discrimination pretest and not an identification pretest. In similar study

designs, we have never done a pretest for an identification task because that requires at least some amount

of familiarization with the stimuli. A discrimination task, on the other hand, can be done naively, as

participants simply indicate whether they think the sounds they heard were the same or different.

3 We additionally collected a battery of tests of cognitive skills; these will be reported elsewhere.
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were administered, and these are not included in the analyses. No feedback was given on264

any subsequent trials.265

Identification. First, participants were familiarized with the non-word-object266

pairings by seeing one visual stimulus (Fribble) on the screen at a time while hearing all267

five auditory exemplars of that non-word. Next, participants learned the sounds via a268

two-alternative forced choice identification task. For this task, they saw both objects on269

the screen and heard one auditory token and then were asked to choose the corresponding270

picture. Visual feedback (“Correct”/“Incorrect”) was given on each trial. Participants271

completed a total of 400 trials with a two-minute break halfway through. After training,272

participants completed an identification assessment, which included 50 trials just like in273

training but with no feedback.274

Native-language speech perception measures. Participants completed two275

tasks measuring categoricity of native-language speech sounds. In each task, auditory276

tokens taken from one of two continua were presented (sign-shine or ba-da), and the order277

of the two continua was counterbalanced. Participants indicated their response on a visual278

analogue scale. In this task, participants moved a slider to discrete (numbered) points on279

the line between two stimuli (in this case, words/syllables) to indicate how, for example,280

sign-like or shine-like each stimulus token sounded (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the281

task and Figure 2 for examples of a graded and categorical participant).282

ba da

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 1. Illustration of the discrete visual analogue scale task.

Analysis approach283

All analyses were performed in R (R Core Team, 2021). Categoricity and non-native284

discrimination data were analyzed with generalized linear mixed effects models with the285

lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). Unless otherwise noted, the full286
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random effects structure was used unless the model did not converge, in which case,287

random effects were removed one by one until the model converged without warnings288

(Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). All data and code to reproduce the analyses289

reported in this paper can be found at our OSF repository: https://osf.io/2zg6c/.290

Non-native discrimination. A common way to analyze data from a291

discrimination task such as the one used here is to compute a d prime (d’) score to account292

for response bias (Macmillan & Creelman, 2004). For instance, when indicating whether293

stimuli sound the same or different, a participant who responds “different” on every trial in294

the experiment would score 100% for all the different trials. However, this does not mean295

that the participant can actually distinguish the sounds because they also answered296

incorrectly for all the same trials. Using d’ scores can overcome this bias by subtracting the297

standardized “false alarm” score (“same” trials on which the participant answered298

“different”) from the standardized “hit” score (“different” trials on which the participant299

correctly answered “different”), i.e., z(hits)-z(false alarms). In short, this score represents300

the distance between the standardized distributions of responses when the stimuli are301

different and when they are the same. However, this approach requires averaging over302

trials, and we would rather incorporate this approach into a hierarchical model to take trial303

and item variability into account while still accounting for response bias. This can be done304

with a generalized linear mixed effects model with the probit link because the probit link305

transformation is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the standard306

normal distribution (Razzaghi, 2013; Wright, Horry, & Skagerberg, 2009).307

To test whether categoricity or response consistency predicted accuracy on the308

non-native discrimination task, we fit a generalized linear mixed effects model with the309

probit link. The model predicted whether the response on each trial was different (yes = 1,310

no = 0). Fixed effects included condition (deviation coded: different = .5, same = -.5), the311

interaction of condition and time (backwards difference coded to test contrasts for learning:312

immediate posttest-pretest, and retention: next-day posttest-immediate posttest), and the313

https://osf.io/2zg6c/
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interaction of condition and each predictor variable (ba-da categoricity, ba-da consistency,314

s-sh categoricity, and s-sh consistency, all mean centered) was nested within time. Nesting315

the predictors within the factor of time tests for simple effects of the predictors at each316

time point separately (Schad, Vasishth, Hohenstein, & Kliegl, 2020, e.g., whether317

categoricity predicted discrimination accuracy at the pretest, immediate posttest, or318

next-day posttest separately). In this model, the intercept represents overall bias, or319

whether there was more of a tendency to answer “same” or “different” regardless of320

condition. The coefficient for condition represents d’, or sensitivity considering the actual321

condition (same/different). The interactions are what we are most interested in for the322

present question, which can be interpreted as the change in sensitivity (d’) for each unit323

increase in categoricity or response consistency. We did not estimate main effects of324

categoricity or response consistency because they would not be informative for our question325

without interpreting them in the context of the interaction with condition.326

Non-native identification. With a two-alternative forced choice identification327

task without feedback, we sometimes see that participants score well below chance328

performance (for example scoring 2% accuracy on the task). This makes sense if329

participants can indeed distinguish the sounds but they simply switched the labels. To330

address this, we recoded correct and incorrect responses for identification data (i.e., 0 was331

recoded as 1 and 1 was recoded as 0) if participants’ mean accuracy was significantly below332

chance as measured by a binomial test (below 38% accuracy for 50 trials). No participants333

scored below chance, so no data was recoded in this experiment.334

We analyzed identification performance using a generalized linear mixed effects model335

with a logit link that predicted accuracy (0 or 1). Fixed effects included ba-da categoricity,336

ba-da consistency, s-sh categoricity, and s-sh consistency (all mean centered), which were337

nested within time (deviation coded: immediate posttest = -.5, next-day = .5).338

Native-language speech perception measures. To measure categoricity of339

native-language speech sounds, we fit responses from the visual analogue scale (for each340
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Graded individual Categorical individual
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Figure 2. Examples of participants who showed more graded (left) and categorical (right)

patterns of perception on the task with the visual analogue scale.

continuum separately) to a three-parameter logistic function with a non-linear mixed effects341

regression model. The three-parameter model estimates the maximum asymptote, the342

inflection point (i.e., category boundary), and the slope of the function (more categorical343

response patterns have higher slope values). Non-linear regression models were fit with the344

nlme package (Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar, & R Core Team, 2021). Each participant’s345

categoricity score (the population mean plus the participant’s individual random effect346

adjustment) was extracted from the model. An individual measure of response consistency347

on each phonetic continuum was obtained by calculating the mean of the squared residuals348

from the model for each participant separately (residuals were squared to avoid negative349

values). Because larger values represented less consistent responses, we changed the sign of350

the response consistency measure for ease of interpretation, such that larger values351

represent more consistent response patterns. The measures of slope and consistency were352
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entered into further analyses described below. We additionally computed all the possible353

correlations between these measures. The correlation between the categoricity measures354

from the two continua were moderately correlated, r = 0.31, p = 0.02; all other correlations355

were non-significant: consistency for both continua, r = 0.16, p = 0.22, ba-da categoricity356

and consistency: r = -0.07, p = 0.60, s-sh categoricity and consistency: r = -0.05, p = 0.74.357

Table 1

Results of the discrimination task in Experiment 1. Time1 = pretest, Time2 = immediate

posttest, and Time3 = next-day posttest.

Predictors Estimate SE z p

Intercept -0.07 0.05 -1.52 0.13

Condition (d’) 1.26 0.15 8.39 <.001

Time2-1 0.02 0.03 0.65 0.51

Time3-2 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.99

Time2-1 x Condition 0.64 0.07 9.84 <.001

Time3-2 x Condition 0.19 0.07 2.85 <.001

Time1:Condition x Categoricity ba-da -0.17 0.43 -0.39 0.7

Time2:Condition x Categoricity ba-da 0.41 0.43 0.95 0.34

Time3:Condition x Categoricity ba-da 0.15 0.43 0.34 0.73

Time1:Condition x Consistency ba-da 0.35 0.35 0.99 0.32

Time2:Condition x Consistency ba-da 0.00 0.36 -0.01 1

Time3:Condition x Consistency ba-da -0.11 0.36 -0.30 0.77

Time1:Condition x Categoricity s-sh 0.11 1.04 0.10 0.92

Time2:Condition x Categoricity s-sh -1.28 1.05 -1.22 0.22

Time3:Condition x Categoricity s-sh -1.23 1.05 -1.17 0.24

Time1:Condition x Consistency s-sh 0.58 0.33 1.73 0.08

Time2:Condition x Consistency s-sh 0.42 0.34 1.25 0.21
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Time3:Condition x Consistency s-sh 0.31 0.34 0.92 0.36

Table 2

Results of the identification task in Experiment 1. Time1 = immediate posttest, and Time2

= next-day posttest.

Predictors Estimate SE z p

Intercept 2.30 0.26 8.80 <.001

Time 0.13 0.12 1.10 0.27

Time1:Categoricity ba-da 1.07 0.62 1.74 0.08

Time2:Categoricity ba-da 0.17 0.67 0.25 0.81

Time1:Categoricity s-sh -2.76 1.47 -1.88 0.06

Time2:Categoricity s-sh -2.31 1.64 -1.41 0.16

Time1:Consistency ba-da -0.36 0.50 -0.72 0.47

Time2:Consistency ba-da -0.33 0.56 -0.60 0.55

Time1:Consistency s-sh 0.92 0.47 1.97 0.05

Time2:Consistency s-sh 0.73 0.52 1.39 0.16

Results358

Discrimination359

Results of the discrimination analysis are summarized in Table 1. We found a360

significant main effect of condition, meaning participants answered “different” more often361

when the stimulus pair was different. There were significant interactions of condition with362

each of the time contrasts, which indicates that participants improved in their363

discrimination accuracy of the Hindi sounds at each time point. None of the measures of364

categoricity or consistency significantly predicted discrimination accuracy.365
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Identification366

Results of the identification analysis are summarized in Table 2. The intercept was367

significantly different from zero, indicating participants identified the sounds above chance,368

but there were no other significant effects4. The relationship between consistency on the369

fricative continuum and identification accuracy approached significance at the immediate370

posttest. This is also in the expected direction, in that more consistent responses predicted371

higher accuracy; however, we did not see the same pattern with the stop continuum, so we372

will err on the side of caution and not interpret this further.373

Discussion374

Neither categoricity nor consistency significantly predicted discrimination or375

identification accuracy at any of the time points we tested. One obvious explanation is that376

we lacked statistical power in this design. We address this issue in Experiment 2.377

Additionally, if independent variables in a regression model are highly correlated, we may378

not see any significant effects because no one variable explains unique variance. We only379

saw weak correlations (if any) among predictor variables of categoricity and consistency;380

however, to ensure that our null results were not due to issues of multicollinearity, we381

calculated variance inflation factors (a diagnostic tool to detect multicollinearity in382

multiple regression models) for all predictors in the model using the car package in R (Fox383

& Weisberg, 2019). Variance inflation factors of over 5 (or over 10 according to some384

authors) are considered problematic (e.g., Thompson, Kim, Aloe, & Becker, 2017). Most385

variance inflation factors were around 1 with only a couple closer to 2 (values for each386

4 We additionally tested the interaction between each predictor and time and found that the interaction

between ba-da categoricity and time was significant, 𝛽 = -0.91, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.32, 𝑧 = -2.83, 𝑝 = 0.005,

suggesting that more categorical perception of the ba-da continuum predicted more accurate identification

at both time points, but more strongly on the first day. Because the simple effects were not statistically

significant and this pattern is not consistent with any theoretical predictions, we think this is likely a Type

I error and advise caution in any interpretation of this finding.
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predictor can be found in our supplementary analysis document on OSF,387

https://osf.io/2zg6c/), indicating no issues with multicollinearity. Finally, we acknowledge388

that we only included a very brief training period in this experiment design. Even though389

we saw significant improvement on the discrimination task after training and after the390

overnight interval, it is possible that predictors of real-world or longer-term learning of391

non-native speech contrasts differ from those found for short-term, laboratory-based392

studies. The results presented here cannot speak to possible relationships between393

native-language speech perception and long-term learning of non-native speech sounds.394

Another possibility is that the relationship between categoricity and perception of395

unfamiliar speech sounds might be cue-specific or it might only hold for sounds that are396

perceptually similar in the native and non-native languages (for more on cue-specificity, see397

e.g., Kapnoula et al., 2021; Saito et al., 2022). This could at least explain why we did not398

find a significant relationship between s-sh categoricity and perception of the Hindi399

contrast. Though the sounds /b/ and /d/ are more similar to the Hindi sounds, some work400

has found that listeners show more categorical patterns of perception for stop consonants401

than other types of sounds (Eimas, 1963; Healy & Repp, 1982; Repp, 1981). Therefore, we402

may find a wider range of variability in categoricity of the s-sh continuum, especially when403

testing a larger sample. This could allow us to detect a relationship between categoricity404

and perception of a non-native contrast that is similar to the s-sh sounds.405

Experiment 2406

The purpose of Experiment 2 is twofold: First, to address the issue of statistical407

power raised in Experiment 1, we simplified the design and collected a much larger sample408

size. Second, we tested the question of whether the relationship between categoricity and409

discrimination of unfamiliar speech sounds is specific to perceptually similar contrasts. In410

this experiment, we tested participants’ categoricity with the same phonetic continua411

(ba-da and s-sh) as in Experiment 1. We also tested participants’ discrimination of the412

https://osf.io/2zg6c/
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Hindi dental and retroflex stop consonants and their discrimination of an additional413

unfamiliar speech contrast, namely the voiceless alveolo-palatal /C/ and retroflex /ù/414

fricatives found in Polish. Prior to explicit instruction, these speech sounds are not well415

discriminated by native English listeners (Lisker, 2001; McGuire, 2007; Żygis & Padgett,416

2010), due to their similarity to the /S/ category in English (Best et al., 2001; Kuhl et al.,417

2008). We therefore tested whether categoricity or consistency of native-language sounds418

predict discrimination of perceptually similar non-native sounds (i.e., whether perceptual419

measures of ba-da predicts discrimination of the Hindi sounds and s-sh predicts420

discrimination of the Polish sounds). We did not include a training task in this experiment,421

so this experiment focused on the relationship between categoricity/consistency and naive422

perception of non-native speech sound contrasts. We note, however, that the predictions423

from the perceptual assimilation model, for example, apply to naive perception (Best et al.,424

2001). In addition, in our previous work, we have seen that performance on a425

discrimination pretest typically predicts performance on the posttests after training426

(Fuhrmeister & Myers, 2020); therefore, it is possible that any findings from this427

experiment could be relevant for learning, but we did not test that explicitly here.428

Method429

Participants430

A sample of 269 participants was recruited from the online data collection platform431

Prolific (www.prolific.co). Our goal was to have a sample size of at least 200 participants,432

and data collection was stopped after our sample size reached at least 200 after eliminating433

participants for the reasons described below. All participants included in data analysis434

were native speakers of North American English and had typical hearing. A total of 67435

participants were excluded from data analysis for the following reasons: 32 for failing to436

use headphones during the experiment, 13 for learning a second language in which they437

were fluent before the age of 13 years, 6 for self-reported hearing difficulty, and 16 for438
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exposure to a language with a retroflex sound whether from family members, a caregiver,439

in a school environment, or through the media. These languages include unspecified440

Chinese (n = 4), Mandarin (n = 3), Vietnamese (n = 3), Hindi (n = 2), Russian (n = 2),441

Serbian (n = 1), and Sicilian (n = 1). The remaining sample was comprised of 202442

participants. All participants gave informed consent according to the University of443

Connecticut Institutional Review Board and were paid $10 per hour for participation.444

Stimuli445

Perception of non-native speech sounds was assessed using Hindi and Polish446

phonemic contrasts. For the Hindi contrast, the same dental and retroflex stimuli from447

Experiment 1 were used (minimal pair non-words /ãug/ and /d”ug/). Polish stimuli448

consisted of minimal pair, consonant-vowel syllables that differed in whether they began449

with the voiceless alveolo-palatal /CA/ or voiceless retroflex /ùA/) consonant. Stimuli were450

recorded by a male, native speaker of Polish in a soundproof booth and were rescaled to a451

mean amplitude of 65dB sound pressure level in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013). All452

tasks in Experiment 2 were presented to participants remotely on a laptop or desktop453

computer through Gorilla Experiment Builder (www.gorilla.sc, Anwyl-Irvine, Massonnié,454

Flitton, Kirkham, & Evershed, 2018).455

The stimuli used to measure the perception of native-language speech categories were456

the same seven-step fricative (sign-shine) and stop consonant (ba-da) continua from457

Experiment 1.458

Procedure459

Participants were routed from Prolific to Gorilla to complete the experiment remotely460

between the dates of July 4, 2021 and October 20, 2021. After providing consent,461

participants completed a headphone check in which they listened to three pure tones in462

stereo and were asked to indicate which tone was the quietest (Woods, Siegel, Traer, &463
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Figure 3. Histograms of categoricity and consistency measures on each continuum. Note the

differences in axes among the plots.

McDermott, 2017). This task utilizes phase cancellation in the stimuli and can determine464

whether the participant is listening to the stimuli through headphones or over loudspeakers.465

If participants passed the headphone check they continued with the experiment, and if they466

failed, they were asked to redo the headphone check a second time after being reminded to467

wear headphones. If participants failed the headphone check the second time, they468

completed the experiment although their data was excluded from analysis. Participants469

then completed two questionnaires collecting information about demographics and language470

experience and completed the four phonetic tasks (Hindi AX discrimination, Polish AX471

discrimination, ba-da categorization, and sign-shine categorization). To address potential472

concerns that the order of tasks in Experiment 1 may have influenced performance on the473

visual analogue scale tasks (specifically that hearing the Hindi sounds perceived as unusual474
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exemplars of /d/ would make participants more gradient in their perception of the ba-da475

continuum), we set the order of tasks in this experiment so that no participant would hear476

similar native and non-native stimuli in two tasks that were completed consecutively.477

Specifically, participants completed the tasks in one of the following orders, to which they478

were randomly assigned: (1) Hindi AX, Polish AX, ba-da categorization, sign-shine479

categorization; (2) Polish AX, Hindi AX, sign-shine categorization, ba-da categorization;480

(3) ba-da categorization, sign-shine categorization, Hindi AX, Polish AX; (4) sign-shine481

categorization, ba-da categorization, Polish AX, Hindi AX. We opted for counterbalancing482

task order rather than having participants perform the native phonetic tasks first because483

we think it is equally possible that the task with the visual analogue scale would influence484

discrimination of the non-native contrasts. For example, we can imagine that drawing485

listeners’ attention to subtle acoustic differences in sounds in their native language might486

provide them with a strategy for discriminating non-native sounds. Using a Bayesian t-test487

and Bayes factor test, we did not find evidence that categorization slopes differed on the488

ba-da continuum between participants depending on whether native or non-native489

perceptual tasks were completed first (𝐵𝐹10 = 1.77), and we found moderate evidence for490

no difference on the s-sh continuum (𝐵𝐹10 = 0.17, see for example Schönbrodt &491

Wagenmakers, 2018; Wetzels & Wagenmakers, 2012, for Bayes factor interpretations).492

Non-native speech sound learning tasks. Two AX discrimination tasks just493

like the one described in the previous experiments were administered to test participants’494

discrimination accuracy of the Hindi and Polish sounds5. Each task consisted of 64 trials.495

Native-language speech perception measures. To measure categoricity and496

consistency of native-language speech sounds, we administered a similar task to the visual497

5 The inter-stimulus interval for the discrimination task of the Polish sounds was 500 ms, which differed

from the Hindi task. Although the interstimulus interval can influence performance on a discrimination

task, the inter-stimulus intervals from both tasks were in the range of peak discrimination performance

discussed in Gerrits and Schouten (2004).
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analogue scale described in Experiment 1. Due to constraints from the online experiment498

presentation software, we did not have a slider for participants to move along a line; rather,499

participants saw a bar with numbers 1-7 (the number of points on the continuum) and the500

corresponding words/syllables on each side of the bar. They then clicked on a number from501

1-7 to represent where between the two phonemes they thought the token belonged. This502

task was similar to the visual analogue scale in Experiment 1 in that participants saw the503

numbers 1-7 on a visual scale between the two phonemes.504

Analysis approach505

The slopes of the logistic curve to measure categoricity and the measure of506

consistency in each continuum were calculated as described in Experiment 1. Figure 3507

shows the distributions of the categoricity and consistency measures. We again computed508

all possible correlations of these measures: categoricity between the two continua, r = 0.32,509

p = <.001; consistency between the two continua, r = 0.34, p = <.001; ba-da categoricity510

and consistency, r = 0.29, p = <.001; and s-sh categoricity and consistency, r = 0.13, p =511

0.07.512

We followed the same analysis procedure as in Experiment 1 to predict discrimination513

accuracy of the Hindi and Polish contrasts. We fit separate models for each contrast. For514

each model, the dependent variable was whether participants answered “different” (0 or 1),515

and fixed effects included a deviation coded contrast for condition (same = -.5, different =516

.5), the interaction of condition and categoricity (mean centered), and the interaction of517

condition and consistency (mean centered).518

Table 3

Results of the Hindi discrimination task in Experiment 2.

Predictors Estimate SE z p

Intercept -0.14 0.04 -3.43 <.001
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Condition (d’) 0.58 0.08 6.90 <.001

Condition x Categoricity -0.02 0.07 -0.24 0.81

Condition x Consistency 0.10 0.05 2.15 0.03

Table 4

Results of the Polish discrimination task in Experiment 2.

Predictors Estimate SE z p

Intercept -0.20 0.09 -2.24 0.03

Condition (d’) 1.17 0.17 6.70 <.001

Condition x Categoricity 0.02 0.20 0.12 0.91

Condition x Consistency 0.30 0.06 5.19 <.001

Results519

Results of the model predicting discrimination accuracy of the Hindi contrast are520

summarized in Table 3. Similar to the previous experiments, we see that the intercept is521

significantly different from zero with participants answering “same” more often, and there522

is a main effect of condition, suggesting participants answered “different” more often on523

different trials. More interestingly for the current purposes, we observe a significant524

interaction of condition and consistency, suggesting that more consistent responders on the525

ba-da task discriminated the Hindi sounds more accurately. The interaction of condition526

and categoricity did not reach significance. Variance inflation factors were all close to 1,527

suggesting no issues with multicollinearity.528

Results of the model predicting discrimination accuracy of the Polish sounds are529

summarized in Table 4. We again see a significant intercept, main effect of condition, and530

interaction of condition and consistency. This suggests that participants who responded531

more consistently on the s-sh task also discriminated the Polish sounds more accurately.532
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Figure 4. Relationships between discrimination accuracy of the Hindi contrast and A. ba-

da categoricity and B. ba-da consistency. Relationships between discrimination accuracy of

the Polish contrast and C. s-sh categoricity and D. s-sh consistency. We used d’ scores for

visualization purposes only; however, the statistical models predicted trial-level accuracy.

The interaction between condition and categoricity was not significant. Variance inflation533

factors were again all close to 1 in this model, suggesting no issues with multicollinearity.534

Results of Experiment 2 are displayed in Figure 4.535

Discussion536

Experiment 2 was a partial replication and extension of Experiment 1. With a much537

larger sample size than Experiment 1, we saw that consistency of responses on a538

native-language visual analogue scale task predicted better discrimination accuracy of a539

perceptually similar non-native speech contrast. This pattern of results was found for both540
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non-native contrasts we tested. This suggests that Experiment 1 was likely underpowered541

to detect this relationship. We return to this finding in the General Discussion.542

Despite the larger sample in Experiment 2, categoricity still did not significantly543

predict discrimination accuracy of either non-native contrast. Once again, variance544

inflation factors for all predictors in each model were close to 1, suggesting the null result545

of categoricity is not simply due to multicollinearity. However, we cannot conclude there is546

no effect with a null result in the frequentist framework. For this reason, we did a547

small-scale Bayesian meta-analysis to synthesize the estimates in the two experiments548

(categoricity predicting naive discrimination accuracy in Experiment 1 and categoricity549

predicting discrimination accuracy for both sets of stimuli in Experiment 2; three estimates550

in total). Details on this analysis can be found in the appendix. To summarize briefly here,551

we performed Bayes factor tests and a sensitivity analysis (as recommended by several552

authors) to determine the relative evidence for the alternative hypothesis (an effect of553

categoricity on discrimination accuracy) over the null hypothesis under different554

assumptions (e.g., Hoijtink, Mulder, Lissa, & Gu, 2019; Kass & Raftery, 1995; Schad,555

Nicenboim, Bürkner, Betancourt, & Vasishth, 2021). We mostly found anecdotal evidence556

for the null hypothesis and only found moderate evidence for the null model when we use a557

very wide prior. Thus, we have evidence against a very large effect; however, if there is an558

effect of categoricity on non-native discrimination, it is possible that it is so small that we559

were still unable to find evidence for it even when synthesizing results across both560

experiments.561

General discussion562

Studies of non-native speech perception often find a wide range of individual563

differences in how accurately listeners perceive unfamiliar speech sounds. The goal of the564

current study was to test whether current theories of non-native speech perception can be565

extended to account for this variability in a particular way. We predicted that listeners566
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who show more graded perceptual patterns of speech sounds in their native language would567

discriminate difficult non-native speech sounds more accurately than those who show more568

categorical patterns of perception. In two different experiments, we did not find that569

individual differences predicted discrimination accuracy of non-native contrasts. Instead,570

we found that consistency of responses on a speech categorization task predicted571

discrimination accuracy.572

Individual differences in categorical perception573

In general, the current findings do not lend support to the idea that categoricity of574

native-language speech sounds is what makes differentiating non-native speech sounds hard575

at the individual level. On the basis of several theories of non-native speech sound learning576

(e.g., Best et al., 2001; Best & Tyler, 2007; Flege, 1995; Iverson et al., 2003; Kuhl, 1994;577

Kuhl et al., 2008), we reasoned that individual differences in categoricity would predict the578

degree to which individuals assimilate difficult non-native speech contrasts to a579

perceptually similar native-language speech sound. It is intuitive to assume that perceptual580

reorganization of speech in infancy (Kuhl et al., 2006; Werker & Tees, 1984) is related to581

the development of categorical perception. Specifically, if we lose perceptual sensitivity to582

certain non-native speech sounds and those non-native speech sounds are then assimilated583

to native-language speech categories during perception, it seems logical that categorical584

perception could be responsible for the assimilation of perceptually similar non-native585

sounds to native-language categories. However, categorical perception and perceptual586

assimilation may not be as related as is often assumed. This is consistent with the more587

modern view that speech perception follows a more protracted developmental pattern, in588

which perceptual representations continue to be refined (this includes becoming more589

graded) at least throughout adolescence (Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Idemaru & Holt, 2013;590

McMurray, 2022; McMurray et al., 2018; Nittrouer, 2004; Zevin, 2012). Thus, graded591

perception of speech seems to be the norm (McMurray, 2022; McMurray et al., 2018;592
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Toscano, McMurray, Dennhardt, & Luck, 2010), though individuals differ in the extent of593

this gradiency (Fuhrmeister & Myers, 2021; Kapnoula et al., 2021, 2017; Kong & Edwards,594

2016). However, these differences may not have much of an impact on how accurately595

listeners can perceive non-native speech sounds.596

It is possible, however, that the behavioral measures of categoricity that we used in597

the experiments presented here were not sensitive enough for measuring individual598

variability. For example, we used discrete points on the visual analogue scale, whereas599

previous studies have used continuous scales (Kapnoula et al., 2021, 2017; Kong &600

Edwards, 2016). Furthermore, in Experiment 2, we used a task more akin to a Likert scale,601

and we also found a correlation of 0.29 between the consistency and categoricity measures602

for the ba-da continuum. This could indicate that at least some participants were treating603

the task more like a two-alternative forced choice task, as consistency and categoricity604

measures are typically more highly correlated for two-alternative forced choice tasks (see605

e.g., Kapnoula et al., 2017; McMurray et al., 2018). Future work could use a more sensitive606

measure such as a visual analogue scale without discrete options or an online measure such607

as eye tracking to measure categoricity and test its relationship with non-native speech608

perception. Nonetheless, we did see a great deal of individual variability in the categoricity609

measure from the visual analogue scale that we used (see Figure 3), suggesting a decent610

amount of sensitivity for capturing individual differences. The distribution of scores does611

suggest that a handful of participants may have responded in a very categorical manner on612

the ba-da task; however, most participants did indeed show more graded patterns of613

perception, as the bulk of the distribution of scores falls between 0 and 1. It is also notable614

that we only saw this pattern with the stop continuum and not the fricative continuum,615

suggesting that this pattern of responses might have more to do with the nature of the616

sounds (e.g., Eimas, 1963; Healy & Repp, 1982; Repp, 1981) rather than the task itself.617
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Perceptual consistency618

Results of the current study suggest that the most sensitive perceivers of novel619

non-native contrasts were those who had the most consistent categorization responses or620

ratings of native-language sounds. The fact that native-language response consistency was621

related to discrimination accuracy of non-native contrasts supports the hypothesis that622

trial-to-trial stability in the auditory response leads to stronger speech and language skills.623

This interpretation is consistent with findings in the field that general auditory and speech624

skills themselves support perception of both native and non-native speech sounds (and625

possibly also learning of new speech sounds). For example, Dı́az, Baus, Escera, Costa, and626

Sebastián-Gallés (2008) reported electrophysiological differences in good vs. poor perceivers627

in response to both native and non-native speech sounds, which they interpreted as628

evidence of a speech-specific skill. Additionally, work from our lab and others has found629

that measures of phonological skills predict learning of a non-native speech sound contrast630

(Earle & Arthur, 2017; Fuhrmeister et al., 2020; see also Perrachione et al., 2011 for similar631

findings for learning of a non-native tonal contrast). More evidence for this idea comes632

from Heffner and Myers (2021), who found relationships between measures of non-native633

speech sound learning and adaptation to different types of speech in listeners’ native634

language (rate and accent adaptation).635

The relationship between consistency and discrimination accuracy might suggest that636

fidelity or stability of encoding of the stimulus is beneficial for accurate discrimination of637

non-native speech sounds. This parallels the findings from studies using the auditory638

brainstem response, which is a measure of how accurately the brainstem encodes an639

auditory stimulus (e.g., Skoe & Kraus, 2010). Fidelity of neural responses such as the640

auditory brainstem response has been linked to individual differences in speech perception641

abilities (Bidelman, Moreno, & Alain, 2013), non-native speech sound learning (Kachlicka642

et al., 2019; Omote, Jasmin, & Tierney, 2017), and individual differences in reading643
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abilities among unimpaired readers (Skoe, Brody, & Theodore, 2017). It is possible that we644

are seeing a similar phenomenon behaviorally: Listeners who encode familiar speech sounds645

more accurately or with higher fidelity may be able to leverage this same skill to646

distinguish subtle differences in unfamiliar sounds.647

The findings presented here are also reminiscent of some findings of consistency in648

speech production. For example, several studies have shown that the precision or649

compactness of pronunciations of native-language vowels predicts perception (Kartushina650

& Frauenfelder, 2013) and production (Kartushina & Frauenfelder, 2014; Kartushina,651

Hervais-Adelman, Frauenfelder, & Golestani, 2016) accuracy of a non-native vowel652

contrast. In fact, Flege and Bohn (2021) recently published a revised version of the speech653

learning model, and based partially on these findings that production precision predicts654

learning of second-language speech categories, this version adds the “L1 category precision655

hypothesis” to the theory. This hypothesis asserts that the more precise the first-language656

categories are when a learner is exposed to a second language, the more likely the learner657

will be to establish new phonetic categories in the second language because the first and658

second-language sounds will be more discernible when the first-language categories are659

more compact/precise. Although the revised speech learning model defines category660

precision in terms of speech production, our findings suggest that consistency in perception661

may also be relevant.662

According to the revised speech learning model, speech category precision may be663

related to auditory processing and acuity (Flege & Bohn, 2021). This is consistent with664

other studies that have found links between auditory abilities and non-native speech sound665

learning. For instance, Kidd, Watson, and Gygi (2007) found support for a general666

auditory ability for recognizing speech and non-speech sounds. Lengeris and Hazan (2010)667

observed that a non-speech frequency discrimination task correlated with perception of668

first- and second-language speech contrasts, which they take to argue that auditory669
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processing can explain individual differences in speech perception. Finally, Saito et al.670

(2022) found that more precise discrimination accuracy of acoustic cues that differentiate671

non-native speech sounds resulted in more accurate perception of those sounds.672

The literature on the auditory brainstem response, speech production, and now our673

results from a speech perception task all seem to converge to suggest that consistency or674

precision of speech representation at multiple levels partially explains individual differences675

we observe in production and perception of non-native speech sounds. In sum, the category676

precision hypothesis in the revised speech learning model (and related accounts that677

prioritize the stability and precision of phonetic category representations) holds promise for678

the future of individual differences research in non-native speech sound learning.679

Conclusions680

The findings presented here do not support the assumption that categorical681

perception of native-language speech sounds is what is responsible for individual differences682

in perception of non-native speech sounds. In contrast, our findings do suggest at least683

some degree of overlap of native and non-native perceptual systems, specifically with684

respect to consistency or precision of representations.685
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Appendix

Meta-analysis of estimates in the two experiments

In two different experiments, we did not see that categoricity significantly predicted929

discrimination accuracy of a non-native speech contrast. However, with a null result in the930

frequentist framework, we cannot claim to have no effect. Furthermore, we saw a fair931

amount of between-experiment variability, as evidenced by the range in standard errors of932

the effect of interest. We therefore conducted a Bayesian meta-analysis of the effect933

(interaction between condition and categoricity) that included the experiments presented934

in current study. Meta-analyses are useful for synthesizing results of several experiments,935

and they estimate the effect of interest and the precision of that effect using the estimates936

and standard errors from the individual studies. We acknowledge that we have a limited937

number of data sets for a meta-analysis; however, Goh, Hall, and Rosenthal (2016)938

advocate specifically for what they call a “mini meta-analysis,” in which authors perform a939

meta-analysis on similar experiments reported in a paper. We further chose to perform the940

meta-analysis in the Bayesian framework in order to perform Bayes factor tests to test941

whether we have relative evidence for the alternative hypothesis (an effect of categoricity942

on discrimination accuracy) over the null hypothesis.943

Data sets and extraction of estimates944

Meta-analyses synthesize data across several experiments using the estimate of the945

effect in question (here the interaction of categoricity and condition) and its standard946

error. We included three estimates and their standard errors in this meta-analysis. For947

Experiment 1, we fit a model using only the data from the discrimination pretest because948

that is common to both experiments. We additionally only used the measure of949

categoricity from the ba-da continuum from Experiment 1 to be more like Experiment 2.950

For each data set (Experiment 1, Experiment 2 Hindi contrast, Experiment 2 Polish951

contrast), we fit a generalized linear mixed effects model with a probit link that predicted952
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whether the participant answered “different” (0 = no, 1 = yes). Fixed effects included953

condition (deviation coded, different = .5, same = -.5) and the interaction of condition and954

categoricity (mean centered). When possible, the full random effects structure was955

included and random effects were removed one by one in case the model did not converge956

without warnings. The estimates and standard errors from the interaction effect were957

extracted from each model and entered into the meta-analysis.958

Meta-analysis959

We conducted a random effects meta-analysis (as opposed to a fixed effects960

meta-analysis), which assumes a different true effect for each data set (Sutton & Abrams,961

2001). To do this, we fit a Bayesian generalized linear mixed effects model that estimates962

an intercept from the estimates of the effects from each data set weighted by their standard963

error with a random intercept for data set. This model was fit using the brms package964

(Bürkner, 2017). To test whether we have evidence for this effect (the interaction of965

categoricity and condition), we did a Bayes factor test using bridge sampling, which966

informs us on the relative evidence for one model over another (in this case the alternative967

vs. a null model). Bayes factors are supposed to be taken as graded evidence: A Bayes968

factor of 1 indicates no evidence for one model over another, Bayes factors between 1 and 3969

or between 1/3 and 1 are considered anecdotal or inconclusive evidence for one model over970

another, and Bayes factors over 3 or less than 1/3 are typically considered to indicate at971

least moderate evidence for one model over the other (Schönbrodt & Wagenmakers, 2018;972

Wetzels & Wagenmakers, 2012).973

The Bayesian framework allows us to incorporate prior beliefs into the statistical974

model. Bayes factors are sensitive to the priors used in the model, so we did a sensitivity975

analysis, in which we report Bayes factors for a range of priors, as recommended by several976

authors (e.g., Hoijtink et al., 2019; Kass & Raftery, 1995; Schad et al., 2021). The effect of977

interest here is the interaction effect (interaction of categoricity and condition), and for978
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that effect, we chose a normal prior with a mean of 0 and a range of standard deviations979

from .05 to .5. For the standard deviation, we chose regularizing priors from a normal980

distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1.981

Table A1

Results of the meta-analysis and sensitivity analyses. We report the prior, estimate,

credible interval (CrI), and bayes factor in favor of the alternative hypothesis (BF10).

Prior Estimate CrI BF10

Normal (0,0.05) 0.005 [-0.09, 0.09] 0.90

Normal (0,0.1) 0.011 [-0.15, 0.16] 0.76

Normal (0,0.2) 0.017 [-0.24, 0.26] 0.53

Normal (0,0.3) 0.017 [-0.31, 0.33] 0.40

Normal (0,0.4) 0.015 [-0.37, 0.36] 0.32

Normal (0,0.5) 0.013 [-0.4, 0.39] 0.26

Results and discussion982

Results of the meta-analysis including sensitivity analyses are summarized in Table983

A1. We report the prior for the effect of interest used in each Bayes factor test, the984

posterior mean (i.e., meta-analytic estimate), the 95% credible interval, and the Bayes985

factor in favor of the alternative hypothesis.986

Most of the evidence is inconclusive; however, when we assume a larger effect size987

(prior width of 0.5), we see moderate evidence for the null hypothesis. In no case did we988

see evidence for the alternative hypothesis. At the very least, we can conclude that we have989

evidence against a large effect. It is nonetheless possible that there is a true small effect of990

categoricity on discrimination accuracy of a non-native contrast; however, we may need991

even more data than we have collected in the two experiments here to obtain evidence for992
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such a small effect.993
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